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Inspiring people
through innovative
and sustainable
spaces.
Mission

Vision

Leading company that, responsibly,
imagines and anticipates with its
customers innovative surfaces of high
value for the world of architecture and
design.

To lead the global surfacing market
through the action of its brands with
innovative architectural solutions that
provide design, value and inspire the lives
of our customers.

We are Cosentino

Corporate purpose

COSENTINO � CERTIFICATIONS

Safety, Sustainability and Quality certified

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE
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Certifications
Cosentino is deeply committed to exceeding the needs
of our customers and suppliers with respect for the
environment though responsible resource management,
guaranteeing innovation and continuous improvement
of our processes, products, and services globally.

Bathroom Colletion

Sensa by Cosentino®

Toilets

→ VOC (UL) Greenguard and Gold.

→ DoC (Declaration of Conformity) in accordance with EN 14688.
→ CSA/IAPMO TJ5065 (QAI) based on CSA B45.5-17 / IAPMO Z124

Natural Stone by Cosentino®

Shower Trays

→ DoC (Declaration of Conformity) according to EN 1341, EN 1469, EN
12057, EN 12058 - Floors and coverings.

→ DoC (Declaration of Conformity) in accordance with EN 14527.

Cosentino®

Dekton®

→ ISO 9001

→ Declare Label

→ ISO 14 001

→ DGNB Label

→ ISO 20 400

→ EPD (Environdec)

→ UNE 15 896

→ VOC (UL) Greenguard and Gold.

→ Leed and Breeam credits in Silestone®, Dekton® and Sensa
by Cosentino®.

→ VOC (Eurofins) A+

→ CSR (verified by KPMG) based on GRI - Global Reporting
Initiative.

→ Fire Safety Certification APF-1525 (Applus) based on ISO
1716

Silestone®

→ Chemical Spot Test (SEFA)

→ Combustibility Test (CSIRO)
based onn AS 1530.1
→ Fire Euroclass A1 (Tecnalia)
based on EN 13501-1

→ Declare Label

→ Burning Characteristics (QAI) based on ASTM E84-15b

→ EPD (Environdec)

→ DoC (Declaration of Conformity) in accordance with EN
14411 Annex G - Floors and coverings.

→ VOC (UL) Greenguard and Gold.
→ VOC (Eurofins) A+
→ Kosher - Countertops
→ Contacto Alimentario (NSF) All food contact types Encimeras
→ Food contact (NSF) All food contact types - Countertops
→ DoC (Declaration of Conformity) in accordance with
Regulations 1935/2004/EC, 2023/2006/EC, 10/2011/EU.

→ DoC (Declaration of Conformity) in accordance with
European directive 2014/90/EU - Boats.
→ UPEC 811-2.0/18 (CSTB) - Soils
→ DoC (Declaration of Conformity) according to EAD
090062-00-0404 Article 66.3 - Ventilated façades
→ ETA 14/0413 - Ventilated facades.
→ BBA 16/5346 - Ventilated façades

→ DoC (Declaration of Conformity) according to EN 15285,
EN 15286 - Floors and coverings.

→ NOA 19-0227.02 - Ventilated façades

→ DoC Integrity (Declaration of Conformity) in accordance
with EN 13310 - Sinks.

→ Kosher - Countertops

→ Seismic Test Report T1601 (NCREE)
→ IMO Módulo B 50171/A2 MED según la directiva de equipos
marítimos 2014/90/EU - Boats
→ IMO Módulo D SMS.MED2.D/109819/A.0 según la directiva
de equipos marítimos 2014/90/EU - Boats
→ USCG Module B 164.117 / EC2690 - Boats
→ Fire Test NFPA 285 (Tecnalia)
→ CoC Civil Defence Certificate - Ventilated façades

→ Slip-Resistant TJ5148-2 (QAI) based ASTM F462
→ CSA/IAPMO TJ5148-1 (QAI) based on CSA B45.5-11 / IAPMO Z124

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE
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At the center of Design

Material Availability

Cosentino
House Builders
Guide
The entire Cosentino network
is committed to helping you
accomplish the key objective
of producing satisfied Buyers.

From quality materials and workmanship to home readiness
and customer service, our focus is on providing solutions that
add value to your Buyers and your homes.
All our products are bound and comply with strict regulations
imposed by authorising bodies and our own exacting
demands to provide sustainable, ethical, quality products
and service.

Full control over the supply chain.
Vertically integrated. From
manufacturing to distribution
to in some cases, countertop
fabrication and installation.

Colours and price groups
tailored to specific projects.

Quality and ontime Installation

Low Maintenance
Products

Cosentino has the largest
network of trained and certified
Fabricators in the country.
Products are always in stock and
ready to meet production cycles.

Cosentino products are virtually
maintenance free surfaces.

→

Product
Warranty

Local Support to
Regional Customers

Silestone® and Dekton® offer a
25-Year Transferrable Warranty
and Sensa a 15-Year Warranty.

Our large team of Sales
Managers can visit all sites to
offer full training.

Added Product
Value for your
Buyers

Enhanced Buyer
Satisfaction

Reassures your Buyers with an
unexpected level of
product protection.
→ Creates real differentiation
for your homes around the
kitchen and bathroom
→ Provides your Buyers with a
countertop choice that adds
more value over regular stone.

The entire Cosentino network
is committed to helping you
accomplish the key objective
of producing satisfied Buyers.
From quality materials and
workmanship to home readiness
and customer service, our focus
is on providing solutions that add
value to your Buyers and your
homes.

Clear Pricing
and Stability

Cosentino City Barcelona / Atelier LAB

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE
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Easy Warranty
Registration

Homeowner
Care Program

It’s simple to register once for
the whole project no matter how
large and then hand over the
warranty details along with the
rest of the new-owner pack to
your customer on completion.

Reliable service after movein is essential to a builder
who wants to enhance Buyer
satisfaction. Dekton®, Silestone®
and Sensa offer a Homeowner
Care Program and product
warranties. Our entire network
of Certified Cosentino Installers
are committed to servicing your
Buyers and providing reliable
service after the sale.

Product and
Process Training

Ensured Availability,
Preferred Delivery

Grow Sales with
the Leader

Certified A
ssurance

Educating the Buyer on the value
of Cosentino brands is also
critical to your sales success. To
help accomplish this, training is
focused on the specific product
and installation process. The
goal of the training is to equip
your staff with the ability to
properly present, select, order
and care for the chosen product.

On-time completion and
homereadiness are
important to you and your
Buyers. To maintain our
installation commitments, our
network of approved Fabricators
are encouraged to keep a
standard line of colours in stock
for efficient turnaround.

With the largest production
and stock capacity in the
quartz surfacing industry and
the largest network of trained,
certified quartz surfacing
installers, building with
Cosentino products means
better home readiness for you
and your Buyers.

All our products are bound and
comply with strict regulations
imposed by authorising bodies
and our own exacting demands
to provide sustainable, ethical,
quality product and service.
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Quality Point of
Sale Materials

Marketing
Support

Small and larger samples
are available through this
programme along with literature
designed to educate your Buyers
on the features, benefits and
overall value of owning Cosentino
products. Sample boards
can be made to your specific
requirements.

Programme of free material for
show houses is available.
Ask for details.

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE

Get inspired

→ Cosentino City Sydney / Atelier LAB

COSENTINO CITY
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COSENTINO CITY

→ Cosentino City Barcelona

→ Cosentino City Amsterdam

City

Cosentino
City
Live the Cosentino®
DNA with a
multifunctional
space to create
connections.
Cosentino® puts at your disposal the
network of Cosentino Cities in over a
dozen cities across the world. They were
created as meeting places for inspiration
and creativity, for interior designers and
architects to find everything they need
from Cosentino.

In our design and
inspiration showrooms
you will have access to:

Our showrooms
across five continents
Personalized Visits

New digital services

Experience Zones

→ LOS ANGELES

Arrange visits and meetings with your
customers to show them Cosentino’s
innovative surfaces and products in a
unique space.

Use our augmented reality digital services
to help your clients visualize their projects.

A space to experiment with materials,
textures, and surface patterns,
combining them to create new design
possibilities at our Atelier Lab.

→ MIAMI

.

→ BARCELONA

→ MANHATTAN
→ SAN FRANCISCO
→ MONTREAL
→ TORONTO
→ MADRID
→ LONDON
→ MILANO

Expert Advice
Finding the right design solution for any type
of application, through experimentation and
combination of Cosentino’s most innovative
brands, such as Silestone®, Dekton® and
Sensa byCosentino®.

Events and Speakers
Learn and be inspired by our continuous
programs of activities, speakers, and
encounters with media specialized
on design, architecture, culture, and
creativity.

→ SINGAPORE
→ SYDNEY
→ DUBAI
→ AMSTERDAM
→ PARIS
→ MALLORCA
→ STOCKHOLM
→ TEL AVIV
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Atelier Lab
A space to experiment with materials,
textures, and surface patterns,
combining them to create new design
possibilities.
→ Cosentino City Barcelona

Digital Slab
Cosentino® Digital Slab allows the
visualization of all Cosentino products in
a giant 4K 80” vertical screen.
This way, you’ll be able to see the
product closely resembling their original
format and visualize hundreds of slabs
with the swipe of a finger.
An amazing tool to experience the
potential of Cosentino products.

Exhibition of
facade system
In our Cities you will experience a
selection of the most interesting facades
and buildings created by prestigious
architects.
The fixation system and projects details
can be explored through an interactive
screen.

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE
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→ LED lighting throughout the Cosentino industrial park.

Collective Commitment

Sustainability
At Cosentino, we approach
sustainability as a collective
commitment that stems from the
individual involvement of those that
are a part of Cosentino. o
Our continuous improvement efforts involve constant analysis of
our entire value chain - from the acquisition of raw materials to the
delivery of the final product of consumers.
We are firmly aligned with the United Nations’ 2030 Agenda. As a
global leader in the manufacturing and distribution of innovative
surfaces from our headquarters in Almeria Spain, we are committed to
driving the path towards local and global sustainability.

→ Photovoltaic installations at Cosentino
→ Olives in Cosentino industrial park.

Energy
Energy efficiency and the use
of renewable energy sources
are the two key elements of
our strategy to minimize the
impact of our activities.
100% of our energy consumption comes from renewable energy
sources. Additionally, for 2021 we aspire to reach 30% energy
self-consumption.
On the other hand, the constant improvement of our processes
and machinery allows us to reach a high level of energy efficiency,
which translates in an 8% decrease of our electrical consumption
in our production processes.

COSENTINO � SUSTAINABILITY
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Cosentino®
CO2 Neutral

Water
Since our inception, we have
valued the importance and
understood the challenges of
proper water management.

The ultra-compact
Dekton® surface
is classified as
Carbon Neutral.

It has motivated us to implement a sustainable use policy
maximizing the efficient use of water resources in the different
production processes.

We offset our CO2
emissions over the
entire life cycle

We use cutting-edge technology to achieve 99% recycled water in
all our processes in the Cosentino Industrial Park.
In addition, we use 100% of the surplus water to irrigate green
areas.

We have identified those projects that meet
the following characteristics

Materials
We are committed to making the
most of the materials we work
with throughout the value chain.
In recent years we embarked on an ambitious R&D project called
“Circularity” to reuse the materials from which we make our
products.
Another action is the disruptive HybriQ+ technology that brings
about the new generation of Silestone. HybriQ+ incorporates a
minimum of 20% recycled materials and is manufactured with
100% renewable energy and 98% recycled water.

necessary for responsible compensation
and, at the same time, have a strong social
component that supports the achievement
of the Sustainable Development Goals of the
UN’s 2030 Agenda.
The project chosen in 2019 for offsetting
emissions has a significant social impact on
sustainable development through support for
the local economy by training and creating of
employment.

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE
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Dekton®

DEKTON
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by Cosentino®

Innovation applied
to design
Dekton® is a sophisticated blend of more than 20 minerals
extracted from nature. Its production process is the result of
years of learning and inspiration in the manufacture of glass,
state-of-the-art porcelain and quartz surfaces.
Electron microscopy makes it possible to appreciate the
reduced porosity of the material, a consequence of the
sintering and ultracompaction process exclusive to Dekton®.
This reduced porosity and the absence of micro-defects
causing stresses or weak points are the distinguishing
feature of Dekton®.

Sintered Particle
Technology
Dekton® uses an exclusive SPT in its manufacturing, capable of
sintering mineral particles, bonding them together and compacting
their internal structure. This innovative technological process mimics
and accelerates the processes that natural stone undergoes when
exposed to high pressures and temperatures for millenia.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Compacted
ore

Mineral
Crystallization

Crystalline
network

Network
liquidation

Solidification of
the liquid

Ultracompact
slab

Dekton® emulates in a few hours what nature takes millennia to do,
thanks to the exclusive SPT technology.
→ The furnace has a length of 180 metres (196 yards).
→ Temperatures reach approximately 1250ºC (2300ºF).
→ Total processing time depends on the thickness of the slab (about 4
hours).

Safety in facades and cladding
In order to reinforce safety in ventilated facades and interior cladding,
there is the possibility of adhering a safety mesh behind the Dekton®
slab, specially developed to prevent falls due to breakage. It is a 300 g/
m2 fiberglass mesh adhered to the material with epoxy resin. Safety is
one of Cosentino’s main concerns.

1200 ºC

25 ºC

Press

Oven

Ultracompact
Surface

DEKTON � CHARACTERISTICS

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE
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Dekton®
Product features

Dekton® features

Dekton® meets all the technical
specifications required in a high-resistance
surface to materialize any interior and
exterior residential design project.

0

9

3

2

7

5

Low water
absorption

High resistance
to UV rays

Superior mechanical
strength

Dimensional
stability

Freeze and
thaw resistance

Abrasion
resistance

The water absorption of Dekton®
is negligible; therefore, it does not
undergo expansion movements.

Dekton® is highly resistant to
ultraviolet light (UV rays) and will
not fade or degrade over time in any
outdoor application.

The wide variety of Dekton®
thicknesses allows its use in
applications where a high wind
or impact resistance are a
requirement of the project.

The expansion of Dekton® is minimal:
the panels can be installed with thin
joints. These joints will retain their
width under all conditions.

The resistance that Dekton® has
demonstrated in durability tests under
freezing and thawing situations in
various conditions proves its high
performance.

Dekton® is even more resistant to
abrasion than granite and porcelain,
being the ideal surface for facades
or floors subjected to high activity in
commercial applications.

^

1

8

Fireproof
material

Durable
Color

Resistant
to scratches

Dekton® can withstand the highest
temperatures without burning,
charring, or cracking. The estandar
European tests EN 13501 y ASTM E84
qualify the ultracompact surface as
non-combustible.

The control of pigmentation and
decoration in the manufacture of
Dekton® gives the material better
color uniformity for each slab,
resulting in a long-lasting product
that does not fade over time.

Dekton® is one of the most scratch
resistant surfaces on the market today.
It has a rating of seven (7/10) on the
Mohs scale of mineral hardness.

4

6

Maximum fire and
heat resistance

Easy cleaning and
minimal maintenance

Resistance
to stains

Dekton® has been successfully
installed in facades located in areas
exposed to high temperatures.

It is easy to remove Dekton® graffiti
with standard cleaning products.
Reduced maintenance costs.

Dekton® is a material that is resistant
to stains from different sources so that
they will not be permanent.

DEKTON � FORMATS / TEXTURES
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Dekton
Formats
Adaptable and
versatile. In any space.

Optimma Format

Tabla gran formato

Large format
Optimma Format → 260 x 100 cm
Large format board → 320 x 144 cm

Dekton
textures

Dekton® offers a variety of
standard sizes, custom sizes
and thicknesses to meet the
functional and creative needs
of the designer in any interior
or exterior project, no matter
how complex.

Different Sensations.
Richness of Shades.

Other formats

Thicknesses

→ 106 x 71 cm
→ 142 x 106 cm
→ 142 x 142 cm
→ 142 x 71 cm
→ 142 x 79 cm
→ 159 x 142 cm
→ 159 x 71 cm
→ 71 x 71 cm
→ Tailor-made formats

→ 0,4 cm
→ 0,8 cm
→ 1,2 cm
→ 2 cm
→ 3cm
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Dekton® comes in different
textures so that the only
limit is the architect’s or
designer’s imagination:
from the finish ultraglossy, to matte or velvety
textured options.

p

m

X-Gloss

Matte

A luminous and dazzling finish achieved by mechanical polishing,
without the need for enamels or other materials.

The matte texture pursues a natural, shine-free appearance, ideal
for achieving a harmonious and timeless finish. Most Dekton®
products are manufactured with this finish.

n

l

Velvet

Matte or Textured Velvet

Velvet is Dekton’s velvety texture. The materials chosen in Velvet
create a feeling of warmth and comfort. This texture is perfect in
classic colors, with veins.

Matte or Textured Velvet textures combine the warmth of velvet
with the roughness of a textured, imperfect material. It is ideal for
emulating the finish of natural stone.

DEKTON � OPTIMMA FORMAT

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE
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1000 mm

$

Optimma
The ultimate interior
cladding solution

2600 mm

New optimized
Dekton® format.

3200 mm

The Dekton® slab has been optimized with its most
common applications in mind to create a new format
with improved cost, design, installation and handling.
Introducing our first Optimma family format specifically
for cladding: Optimma format 260 x 100 x 0.4 cm.

Optimma Format

Large format Slab

1440 mm

260x 100 cm
in 4 mm thickness
The slabs are created in 4mm thickness, which gives it a
lightness that allows easy handling, and in case of need, it can be
easily cut to adapt the product to all spaces.

Cost
Efficiency

Design with
Purpose

Easy to
Install

Design
Match

The sizes were optimized to
the most common coating
standards, this allows us to avoid
waste, which in turn reduces
price.

The board has been created
to take advantage of its total
height, which makes it much
easier to cut it for cladding.

The product is smaller and
lighter, which makes it easier
to use transport and handling.
Cutting can be done with simple
tools. The edges are already
bevelled and the piece is always
meshed.

The design has been conceived
to place the boards vertically to
create a continuous design.

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE

DEKTON SLIM
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Dekton® Slim
High aesthetic value and performance
in vertical cladding and furnishings
Minimum Thickness of
4mm Large Format
& Performance
Dekton® Slim is the ultra-thin 4mm
thickness in large format that offers
unlimited design options and incredible
ease of installation and transportation.
Ideal for bathroom and kitchen floors and
walls, as well as all types of furniture.

01 → Large format and minimum
number of joints

03 → Design
without limits

Its large format of up to 3200 x 1440 mm
covers large surfaces avoiding as much as
possible the number of joints and therefore,
dirt.

Dekton® Slim is very easy to work with and
can be cut to size. It adapts to all spaces.

02 → Easy
installation
Having such a light format, but with so many
possibilities, simplifies everything. Its thin
thickness allows for quick cutting and on-site
adjustments with ceramic tile tools.

04 → Maximum
resistance to humidity
Dekton® Slim is the ideal ultra moisture and
stain resistant coating for bathrooms. A high
performance product that requires no more
maintenance than a simple damp cloth.

01 → Bathroom
Cladding

02 → Kitchen
Cladding

03 → Furniture
Cladding

Maximum resistance
against humidity with
minimal joints.

Reduced thickness, infinite
possibilities

Reduced thickness, infinite
possibilities

01
02

03

At Cosentino we offer personalised
Customer Service. Ask as many
questions you like and request all the
advice you need to ensure you get
exactly what you want out of the new
Dekton® Slim.
Find your nearest Cosentino Centre
at www.cosentino.com

DEKTON � DEKTON COLLECTION

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE
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Dekton Collection

Uyuni_

Nayla_

Zenith_

Kairos_

Edora_

Sasea_

Keon_

Portum_

Opera_

Rem_

Entzo_

Aura 15_

Kovik_

Galema_

Strato_

Sirocco_

Liquid Sky_

Nilium_

Blanc Concrete_

Makai_

Kreta_

Soke_

Vera_

Orix_

Lunar_

Liquid Shell_

Aeris_

Danae_

Kira_

Trilium_

Milar_

Keranium_

DEKTON � DEKTON COLLECTION
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Dekton X-Gloss Collection

Radium_

Bromo_

Laos_

Fossil_

Halo_

Vienna_

Tundra 19_

Natura 18_

Feroe_

Baltic_

Eter_

Laurent_

Olimpo_

Helena_

Bergen_

Arga_

Kelya_

Liquid Embers_

Sirius_

Domoos_

Taga_

Khalo_

Korso_

Sogne_

Spectra_

DEKTON � DEKTON COLLECTION
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Dekton Collection
Group 0

Dekton X-Gloss Collection
Group 1

Group 2

Group 1

Group 3

Korso

p

Arga

p"

m

Natura 18

p"

Bergen

p"

Kairos

m

Sogne

p

Halo

p"

m

Kelya

m"

Tundra 19

p

Helena

p"

Makai

mo

Kira

mo

Khalo

p

m

Nayla

mo"

Kovik

m "

p"

Sircocco

mo"

Sasea

mo"

Kreta

mo"

Natura 18
Bookmatch

Strato

Sirius

p

ml"

Laos

Olimpo

mo"

mo"

Lunar

Spectra

p

mo"

Taga

p

Nilium

mo

Orix

mo

Portum

N

Radium

m

Soke

mo

Trilium

mo"

Vera

mo

Zenith

m "

Aeris

mo"

Bromo

ml"

Domoos

m

Blanc Concrete

ml

Edora

ml"

Galema

Danae

mo

Foosil

m

Eter

mo"

Keranium

Keon

mo

Milar

Group 3
Aura 15

mo"

Baltic

m

Entzo

m

Feroe

m

Laurent

ml"

Opera

N"

Rem

Nl"

Uyuni

m

Group 4
Aura 15 Bookmatch

m"

ULTRA SIZE

ULTRA
SIZE
UP TO
3200 mm

1440 mm

Dut to it’s intense shine XGloss
requires special maintenace and
care, particulary with the draker
shades, such as Spectra, where t’s
intense black colour can reveal small
details.
The provided samples don’t
guarantee that the supply will be
absolutely identical in tone and veins.
See General Conditions of Sale.

The Grip + treatment is only recommended
for flooring with special antislip
requirements.

p

Polished

m

Smooth Matt Finish

l

Textured Finish

N

Velvet

The thickness 4mm is served in units of 10 or
25 slabs.

o

Dekton Grip, the
anti-slip solution
for wet areas

The material will be served from Cosentino
Central HQ, see delivery terms.

"

Dekton Slim 4mm

Vienna

Group 2

p
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SILESTONE

Silestone®
by Cosentino®

The ultimate
mineral HybriQ

Silestone® is a hybrid surface
of minerals and recycled
materials to dress interior
spaces with color and texture.

Silestone® advantages
Silestone® is extremely durable in kitchens, bathrooms and
other spaces exposed to constant activity and use. In addition,
it offers an unlimited range of colors and textures.
Silestone® has many advantages, including minimal
maintenance, high resistance to stains and scratches, and
a low fluid absorption rate. This resistance to fluids and its
minimal joints make Silestone® the ideal solution for places
where liquids are present. Silestone® is resistant and allows for
prolonged enjoyment over time, beyond what is expected.
The properties of Silestone® are the result of constant years of
innovation that guarantee maximum hygiene and safety.

Acid and Scratch
Resistant

Stain
Resistance

Silestone® has a high level of
scratch and scuff resistance.
impacts, as well as to external
aggressions and acids common
in daily kitchen use.

Silestone® is a non-porous
surface that is highly resistant to
stains from coffee, wine, lemon
juice, oil, vinegar, makeup and
many other everyday products.

Impact
Resistant
25 year
warranty
®

The high impact resistance of
Silestone® allows the handling of
hard objects (pots, pans, trays,
etc.) with total peace of mind.

40 | 41
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Silestone® Hybriq

Introducing the
new Silestone®
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The Ultimate
Mineral HybriQ
Surface

HybriQ is a technology developed by
Cosentino® that consists of a manufacturing
process that respects the environment and
a renewed formulation of mineral-based
Silestone® surfaces.and recycled materials

98%
Recycled
Water

100%
Renewable
Energy

MIN 20 %
Recycled Glass
& Water

More sustainable

More innovation

More design

HybriQ+ uses a minimum of 20% recycled
materials, 98% recycled water and 100%
renewable energy.

Cosentino®’s commitment to offering the most
innovative and sustainable surfaces leads
Silestone® to exceptional performance and
depth of surprising color. Silestone® is the
combination of innovation and sustainability.

The new mineral composition allows for
greater depth of color, textures and Silestone®
tones to create unique and personalized
interior spaces.

Same benefits
Silestone® with HybriQ+ maintains all the
characteristics of quality, durability and
warranty that have made Silestone® the
market reference in its category.

SILESTONE � FORMATS / TEXTURES
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Silestone®
formats
Infinite possibilities for
indoor applications

Standard Slab

Jumbo Slab

Large format

Silestone® is available in slabs up
to 325x159cm and in 30x30cm,
40x40cm, 60x60cm, 60x30cm and
60x40cm tiles. They are marketed
in thicknesses of 1.2, 2 and 3cm. In
addition, different pieces can be
combined to simulate thicker edges.

Silestone®
textures
Surface sensory
perception.

Floor format

Thicknesses

→
→
→
→
→
→

→
→
→
→

30 x 30 cm
40 x 40 cm
60 x 60 cm
60 x 30 cm
60 x 40 cm
Tailor-made formats

In order to adapt to all styles,
Silestone® offers different
textures for any of its
applications. Polished, Suede or
Volcano are three possibilities
that make your imagination fly
and have the countertops, floors
or walls with the texture you
have always wanted.

b

Z

Polished

Suede

Extreme gloss, smooth surface to the touch and uniform, intense
and consistent color.

A matte appearance that conveys a unique experience
to the touch for its beauty and fineness.

.

1,2 cm
2 cm
3 cm
Customised thicknesses by
adding different pieces together

Jumbo Boards → 325 x 159 cm
Standard Boards → 306 x 140 cm

V
Jumbo Slabs
Cosentino® offers Silestone slabs in Jumbo format (325x159cms max.). This format allows for the
creation of large surfaces with minimal jointing, design versatility, and better hygiene. This way,
the slabs’ use is optimized and waste minimized.
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Volcano
Rustic and rough texture, at the same time
attractive, soft and pleasant to the touch.

SILESTONE � SILESTONE COLLECTION
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Silestone Collection

Iconic White_

Blanco Zeus_

Miami Vena_

Nolita_

Miami White 17_

Snowy Ibiza_

Ariel_

Et. Calacatta Gold_

Classic Calacatta_

Et. Statuario_

Desert Silver_

Blanco Orion_

White Storm 14_

Yukon_

Blanco Maple 14_

Blanco Norte 14_

White Arabesque_

Blanco Stellar 13_

Bianco River_

Lagoon_

Poble Nou_

Lyra_

Silken Pearl_

Tigris Sand_

Coral Clay Colour_

Blanco Capri_

Blanco City_

Royal Reef_

Rougui_

Noka_

Unsui_

Ironbark_

SILESTONE � SILESTONE COLLECTION
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Et. Emperador_

Calypso_

Camden_

Et. Serena_

Arden Blue_

Negro Stellar_

Negro Tebas_

Charcoal Soapstone_

Aluminio Nube_

Kensho_

Cygnus 15_

Seaport_

Corktown_

Et. Marquina_

Eternal Noir_

Iconic Black_

Gris Expo_

Cemento Spa_

Marengo_

Merope_

SILESTONE � SILESTONE COLLECTION
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Silestone Collection

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Group 5

Group 6

Blanco City

rjpl

Arden Blue

jplvi

Aluminio Nube

rpliQ

Blanco Orion

rpli

Calypso

jpl

Et. Calacatta Gold

jpliq

Blanco Norte 14

rjpliq

Camden

j lQ

Ariel

jpl

Blanco Stellar 13

rjpliQ

Classic Calacatta

jpl

Et. Noir

lp

Gris Expo

rjplvq

Cemento Spa

rjplv

Bianco River

rplvi

Blanco Zeus

rjplviq

Et. Emperador

jpl

Marengo

r pl

Coral Clay

jplq

Blanco Capri

jpli

Charcoal Soapstone

jpliq

Et. Marquina

jpl

Noka

rjpliq

Ironbark

jpli

Blanco Maple 14

rjpliq

Corktown

j lQ

Et. Statuario

jpliq

Rougui

rjplq

Miami White 17

rjpq

Cygnus 15

r pl

Et. Serena

jpl

Iconic White

rjpli

Negro Tebas 18

rjpliq

Desert Silver

jpli

Iconic Black

jp

Royal Reef

jpl

Merope

rpli

Kensho

jplvi

White Storm 14

rjpliq

Miami Vena

jplQ

Lagoon

rjpli

Silken Pearl

jpl

Lyra

rjpli

Snowy Ibiza

jpl

Negro Stellar

rjpiQ

Tigris Sand

rplvi

Nolita

j lQ

Yukon

rpliq

Poblenou

j lQ

Seaport

j lQ

Unsui

jpl

White Arabesque

jpl

p

Polished Texture

l

Suede Texture

v

Volcano Texture

i

Integrity Sink

n

N-Boost Technology®

r

Standard Slab

j

Jumbo Slab

q

HybriQ Technology®

Q

HybriQ+® Technology

For l Suede and v Volcano finishing
please ask for availability.
The provided samples don’t guarantee that
the supply will be absolutely
identical in tone and veins.
See General Conditions of Sale.
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AÑOS

Sensa

SENSA BY COSENTINO

GARANTÍA

by Cosentino®

Treatment

Protected
Natural Stone

The long-lasting, chemically-integrating technology allows the material
to breathe. This technology enhances its powerful properties.
The process alters the surface tension of the stone causing the material
itself to prevent liquids such as water, coffee or oil from penetrating

Sensa by Cosentino® is premium maintenance-free
natural stone brought to you by Cosentino, a world
leader in the natural stone industry.
Sensa by Cosentino® is treated with a revolutionary
stain protection treatment called SenGuard, and comes
with a 15-year stain warranty.

Normal

Applications

Textures

Sensa kitchen countertops.
Natura, stain-proof beauty.

Unique shapes for
unrepeatable surfaces

Enjoy the design, hardness and resistance of natural stone
without fear of stains. Sensa by Cosentino® quartzites and
granites feature a revolutionary stain-resistant treatment that
protects them for the life of your countertop.

The colors and textures of Sensa by
Cosentino® have the patient and whimsical
design of nature. Each of the seven available
shades has a texture that produces different
effects and sensations: suede, polished or
caresse.

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE

SENSA BY COSENTINO
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Sensa by Cosentino Collection

Siberia_

Colonial White_

Taj Mahal_

<No data from link>_

San Angelo_

White Macaubas_

Glacial Blue_

<No data from link>_

Indian Black_

Black Beauty_

Orinoco_

Black Galaxy_

Nilo_

Moak Black_

DESCRIPTION

FINIISH, 2 & 3 CM

DESCRIPTION

FINIISH, 2 & 3 CM

Black Beauty

CAS

Orinocco

MIR

Colonial White

MIR

Platino

LEA

Glacial Blue

MIR

Sant Angelo

SUE

Graphite Grey

CAS

Siberia

MIR

Ice Blue

MIR

Silver Grey

MIR

Indian Black

MIR

Taj Mahal

MIR

Vancouver

LEA

Moak Black

SUE

White Macaubas

MIR

Nilo

MIR

CAS - Caresse > brushed and polished
MIR - Mirage > polished
SUE - Suede
LEA - Leather
The provided samples don’t guarantee
that the supply will be absolutely identical in tone and veins. See General
Conditions of Sale.
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APPLICATIONS

→ 170

LIVING ROOMS
Redesign the living room and
turn it into an open, functional,
comfortable space integrated with
the rest of the house.

Innovative surfaces
that bring the
designer’s vision to
life in the home, to
reimagine interior
and exterior spaces.

→ 254

5.3
BATHROOMS

5.4
FURNITURE

Redefine the function of the kitchen
in the home and transform it into
the heart of the house.

Rediscover the exclusivity of
custom-designed furniture
for every space.

→ 202

→ 98

5.2
KITCHENS
Reinvent the bathroom to create
a world of sensations through
a unique and integral design
concept.

5.3
EXTERIOR
Redefine the function of the kitchen
in the home and transform it into
the heart of the house.

Applications

→ 48

5.1

56 | 57
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APPLICATIONS
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Applications
1

2

Bedroom

4

Living Room

→ Furniture Cladding

→ Furniture Cladding

→ Bedside Table

→ Fireplaces

→ Wardrobe Doors

→ Feature Wall Cadding

Bathroom

5

Exterior

→ Vanities

→ Outdoor Worktops

→ 4mm Cupboard Cladding

→ Patio/Swimming Pools

→ Shower Trays

→ Fire Pits

→ Shower Cladding

→ Exterior Facade

→ Bath Surrounds

→ Flooring

→ Interior Wall Cladding

→ Front Door

3
2

→ Flooring

3

Kitchen/Dining

4

→ Worktops and Upstands
→ Islands

1

→ 4mm Cladding
Dining Table
→ Flooring
→ Window Sills
5

COSENTINO INSPIRATION BOOK

The living room is transformed into
a personal and timeless space with
Cosentino surfaces; an expression of
sophistication and functionality.
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Live your space

Living
rooms

LIVING ROOMS

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE

LIVING ROOMS
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Rediscover
your home’s
living space
An integrated solution
with maximum versatility
and functionality.
Endless personalization
possibilities.

Limitless
customization

Resistance to
high traffic

Designing a living room with high aesthetic value requires
versatile surfaces in a variety of colors, textures, and unique
chromatic pantones, such as Dekton and Silestone, which
will cover floors, furnitures, cladding, and more, to create an
integrated and differential interior design experience.

Dekton® es una superficie innovadora con un alto nivel de
resistencia, capaz de soportar altas temperaturas, rayos
ultravioleta y cualquier arañazo. Permanece inalterable ante el
desgaste y la abrasión, como resultado del alto tránsito diario de
una estancia como el salón.

Easy installation
Dekton® is offered in a Slim format which is light, easy to cut,
and adaptable to every space. Its thin thickness of 4mm allows
adjustments to be made during installation, using tools for ceramic
tiles.

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE

LIVING ROOMS
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Comprehensive
solution

New Dekton®
Optimma Format

Large format,
minimal joints

The same material for flooring, cladding, and
furniture created visual continuity and high
aesthetic impact, unifying spaces and increasing
their functionality.

Dekton® has been optimized for interior cladding. The Optimma
format (2600x1000x4 mm) allows for cost efficiencies, more
design possibilities and easy installation and manipulation.
The results: impactful cladding and integrated spaces.

Dekton Slim’s large format up to 3200 x 1440 mm and thickness
of 4 mm allows you to cover large surfaces creating a continuous
and homogeneous aesthetic for cladding and furniture. This size
reduces the number of joints, easing cleaning and maintenance.

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE

LIVING ROOMS � LIVING SPACE 01
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01/
Living
Space
Spaciousness,
brightness and
visual continuity

Live your space

A single flooring material
for the whole house
Goal: to create an attractive continuous
canvass, without joints, that adds visual unity
and highlights the greenery and furniture of
the space.
To achieve this, Silestone® White Zeus
has been used, which provides continuity
throughout the home. The walls and interior
woodwork, also in the same white color, help
to create a bright, calm and balanced space.

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE

Continuous spaces all
in the same material.
The pure white of the Silestone® flooring contrasts with
the warmth of some of the wooden furniture, such as this
sideboard and the dining table.
A clean, neutral background highlights the artwork in this
loft and the greenery of the home. A beautiful yet practical
solution that will stand the test of time.

LIVING ROOMS � LIVING SPACE 01
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Set of horizontal
planes
As this is an open-plan area with a split-level living room, the use
of the same flooring material, combined with the appropriate
use of glass, provides harmony and balance to the space.

→ Flooring by Silestone®, 		
White Zeus color

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE

02/
Living
Space
High-rise city
apartment
A modern, functional
grey canvas
In this city apartment, the interior designer has
opted for a light grey Dekton® Keon cladding
in a large square format. The choice of this
material is perfect for making the space look
bigger and giving it visual continuity.
The grey flooring goes well with the industrialstyle furniture and the fabrics of the sofa. All in
all, a simple design that will stand the test of
time.

→ Flooring by,
Dekton® Keon

LIVING ROOMS � LIVING SPACE 02
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LIVING ROOMS � LIVING SPACE 02
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Tropical wood on a largeformat grey background.
The coldness of grey and white is balanced by subtle hints of reddish
wood in the dining table and chairs, the floor lamp and the sofa legs.
The choice of Dekton® Keon flooring is perfect for this practical and
stylish city apartment.
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03/
Living
Space
Materials with
character for an
eclectic home
Grey veining
is on trend
The vision for this very distinctive home was
clear: the owner was looking for a vibrant
material with uniqueness so that each piece
would be different. Although large-format
Dekton® Kreta slabs are used to create a
continuous space, Dekton® Bergen was chosen
for the countertop and the side cladding of the
furniture, with its grey veining giving a sense of
movement.
The same material can be found in the staircase
and the skirting board, bringing together the
different spaces.

→ Flooring by Dekton®,
Kreta color

LIVING ROOMS � LIVING SPACE 03
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LIVING ROOMS � LIVING SPACE 03
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Matte
texture
Dekton® embraces a velvety texture. The
matte finish provides a flat, non-rough
surface, which conveys a unique soft and
pleasant feel.

Large format Dekton® Bento is an ideal
solution for flooring in open-plan spaces.
It brings visual continuity, neatness and a
neutral decoration to combine, as in this case,
with wooden wall panelling or white lacquered
interior woodwork.

→ Flooring by Dekton®,
Bento color
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LIVING ROOMS � LIVING SPACE 04
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04/
Living
Space
Sophistication
and midcentury style
Dekton® Danae
throughout the home
For a classic look, the interior designer for
this home opted for designer items such
as lamps, armchairs and chairs.
Dekton® Danae, a surface inspired by
traditional travertine, helps to blend
all the spaces and helps to make the
furniture stand out.
Thanks to its large format, the result is a
continuous floor in a cream, bright and
matte tone with hardly any joints.

LIVING ROOMS � LIVING SPACE 04
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A format for
every space
The designer of this home has used large-format Dekton® Danae slabs
for flooring. This creates a very neutral and uncluttered effect, helping to
highlight the designer furniture, such as the Barcelona chair.
The staircase allows for a different format, giving the impression of
floating in space.

→ Flooring by Dekton®,
Danae color
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LIVING ROOMS � LIVING SPACE 05
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05/
Living
Space
Cladding to
connect spaces
Color depth and
fine veining
Silestone® Charcoal Soapstone was
selected for the wall cladding of the living
room, the island and the kitchen fronts.
With its fine white veining, it creates an
elegant color contrast to the ensemble.

LIVING ROOMS � LIVING SPACE 05
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Wall cladding
for a niche
The versatility of Silestone® allows the slabs
to be cut to the desired size and to suit every
need. This project features a TV niche, using a
different type of cladding and its own lighting,
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helping to create a contrast.
A further advantage of Dekton® and
Silestone® wall cladding is that the designer
does not need to fit a skirting board.

→ Wall cladding by Silestone®,
Charcoal Soapstone color

Simplicity
and elegance
The combination of these two white and
dark grey veined materials results in a
simple and elegant look. Wooden pieces
of furniture, hemp rope and a set of
candles add some warmth to the space.

COSENTINO INSPIRATION BOOK

Cosentino® helps you
to rediscover your
bathroom through a
unique and integrated
design concept
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Bathroom Space

Cosentino
Bathrooms

BATHROOMS
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BATHROOMS
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Reimagine the most personal
space in the home. Create
a unique experience in
which the most beautiful
and functional Cosentino
surfaces transform unique,
warm, and exclusive spaces.

From wall and floor claddings in different yet perfectly
balanced formats, colors and textures, to attractive
vanities and shower trays, carefully designed with great
attention to detail and simplicity.
Solutions of great aesthetic and functional value to suit
every requirement and style of bathroom, which redefine
the way in which we experience such a personal space and
feeling of well-being .

Large format

Shower Trays

Sinks

Large format, minimal
joints. Tailor-made floors
and wall cladding.

Shower trays with Dekton Grip+ and
Silestone: exclusive and integrated
designs in the bathroom with limitless
customization possibilities.

Sinks and countertops with great
versatility that adapt to any
space. Sophisticated designs with
maximum beauty and durability.

Cosentino offers an extensive collection of shower trays in the
material the architect or designer chooses and adaptable to any
space. It is an interesting alternative to the traditional shower that
simplifies installation and assembly.

Silestone sinks are built with a unique and innovative design able
to live up to the most demanding creative proposals. From sinks
that integrate into the countertop, to above-countertop options,
double bowls...everything is possible with tailor-made fabrication.

Bathrooms are exposed to constant activity. Using a
high-quality surface for floors and cladding reduces
joints and guarantees hygiene and cleanliness. The
strategically placed slabs in XXL make the room look
bigger, creating the sensation of a larger bathroom.
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BATHROOMS
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Optimma Format

Total Integration

Colors and textures

Dekton Optimma Format. Optimized
for interior bathroom cladding:
taking full advantage of the space,
easy installation, and design
continuity in a vertical format.

Total aesthetic integration and
visual continuity. The same material
for your entire bathroom: floor,
cladding, shower tray, and vanity.

New collections of innovative, on trend
colors and textures, to create bathroom
spaces full of originality and impact.

The Optimma slab format is 260 X100 cm y 0.4 cm thick, able to
meet any vertical cladding need creating a continuous design,
taking advantage of the full height with easy installation and
minimum waste.

A single surface applied to every component of the bathroom
allows for complete esthetic homogeneity, creating harmony,
balance, and amplitude.

Innovative Silestone and Dekton surfaces possess a wide variety of
solid and veined colors, unique chromatic pantones, and sensory
textures to rediscover bathroom spaces.

BATHROOMS � TOILETS
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Piece
Sinks
Full array of
products
Sinks and countertops
designed to adapt to any space

Elegance
Silestone®

Cubeta 49 x 30 x 10 cm
Largo desde 59 hasta 320* cm
Ancho desde 40 hasta 60 cm
Canto recto 2 cm o Faldón 12,5 cm

Reflection
Silestone® / Dekton®

Cubeta S 49 x 30 x 8 cm
Cubeta M 90 x 30 x 8 cm
Cubeta L 120 x 30 x 8 cm
Largo desde 59 hasta 320* cm
Ancho desde 40 hasta 60 cm
Canto recto 2/1,2 cm o Faldón 12,5 y 16 cm

* Sólo en tabla Jumbo

* Sólo en tabla Jumbo

Armony

Cubeta 49 x 30 x 10 cm

Silence

Silestone®

Largo desde 59 hasta 320* cm
Ancho desde 40 hasta 60 cm
Canto recto 2 cm o Faldón 16 cm

Silestone® / Dekton®

Largo desde 59 hasta 320* cm
Ancho desde 40 hasta 60 cm
Canto recto 2/1,2 cm o Faldón 12,5 y 16 cm

* Sólo en tabla Jumbo

C

Cubeta S 49 x 30 x 8 cm
Cubeta M 90 x 30 x 8 cm
Cubeta L 120 x 30 x 8 cm

* Sólo en tabla Jumbo

Armony
The evolution of
tradition makes this
sink a key piece,
bringing harmony
and definition.

Available in a wide
variety of colors
Check available colors
at cosentino.com

Symmetry
Silestone®

Cubeta S 33 x 23 x 7 cm
Cubeta M 38 x 25 x 7 cm
Cubeta L 58 x 30 x 7 cm
Largo desde 55 hasta 320* cm
Ancho desde 43 hasta 60 cm
Canto recto 2 cm o Faldón 10 cm
* Sólo en tabla Jumbo

Simplicity

Cubeta 49 x 30 x 10 cm

Silestone® / Dekton®

Largo desde 59 hasta 320* cm
Ancho desde 40 hasta 60 cm
Canto recto 2 cm o Faldón 16 cm
* Sólo en tabla Jumbo

BATHROOMS � TOILETS
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Mold
Sinks
Full array
of products
Formas sinuosas, orgánicas y lineales,
realizadas en superficies de fácil limpieza e
higiene.

Marie
Silestone®

H-Line
Sinks

C
Available in a wide
variety of colors
Check available colors at
cosentino.com

Marie
Three sizes in a design
of round and functional
encounters that combines
technology, integration,
and practicality.

Cubeta Marie Top: 51 x 37 x 10 cm
Cubeta Marie S: 34 x 37 x 7 cm
Cubeta Marie L: 51 x 37 x 7 cm

Evita
Silestone®

Cubeta Evita S: 50 x 30 x 10 cm
Cubeta Evita L: 65 x 30 x 10 cm
Cubeta Evita Q: 51 x 41 x 10 cm

Largo desde 47 hasta 320* cm
Ancho desde 44 hasta 60 cm
Canto recto 2 cm o Faldón 10 ó 12,5 cm

Largo desde 60 hasta 320* cm
Ancho desde 40 hasta 60 cm
Canto recto 1,2 cm o Faldón 12,5 cm

* Sólo en tabla Jumbo

* Sólo en tabla Jumbo

Different countertop and bathroom shelf
solutions, with a modern and design adaptable
to any need, adding sophistication to the
bathroom space.

Urban porcelain
overmount

Largo desde 45 hasta 320* cm
Ancho desde 46 hasta 60 cm
Canto recto 1,2 cm o Faldón 10 cm

Silestone® / Dekton®

* only in jumbo slab

Flex porcelain
undermount
Silestone® / Dekton®

Largo desde 60 hasta 320* cm
Ancho desde 46 hasta 60 cm
Canto recto 1,2 cm o Faldón 10 cm
* only in Jumbo slab

BATHROOMS � SHOWER TRAYS
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Shower
Trays
Full array
of productss
Six adaptable shower tray models in a variety
of materials and finishes of Dekton and
Silestone, suitable for any space in the home
and technical requirements, no matter how
complex.

Wakka

Silestone®

Wakka Brim

Largo desde 70 hasta 250 cm
Ancho desde 70 hasta 150* cm

Kador Suite

Silestone®

Largo desde 70 hasta 250 cm
Ancho desde 70 hasta 150* cm

Gocce

Largo desde 70 hasta 200 cm
Ancho desde 70 hasta 150* cm

C
Available in a wide
variety of colors

Exilis
Check available colors at cosentino.com

Silestone®
Largo desde 70 hasta 320* cm
Ancho desde 70 hasta 150*

Dekton® Grip+
Largo desde 70 hasta 200 cm
Ancho desde 70 hasta 140 cm

* Sólo en tabla Jumbo

Gocce
Our new design
more simple and
functional, adaptable
to any space.

Silestone®

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE

BATHROOMS � FLOOR / BATH TOPS
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Flooring
Tailor-Made and
standard formats
Achieve aesthetic continuity in the
bathroom floor with standard format solutions
or personalized ones of great resistance
when faced with fluctuations in humidity
and temperatures. Minimal jointing and
maintenance-free.

C
Available in a wide
variety of colors
check available colors
at cosentino.com

S Format

M Format

L Format

Dekton®

Dekton®

Dekton®

71 x 71 cm

142 x 71 cm

142 x 142 cm

Bath tops
Horizontal and functional planes with straight
lines created by Silestone and Dekton to
create a variety of sophisticated sinks in the
same material.

C
Available in a wide
variety of colors
check available colors
at cosentino.com

Straight edge
countertop

Silestone® / Dekton®
Largo desde 60 hasta 320 cm
Ancho desde 30 hasta 60 cm
Canto recto 1,2 cm

Encimera
con faldón

Silestone® / Dekton®
Largo desde 60 hasta 320 cm
Ancho desde 30 hasta 60 cm
Faldón 6, 10 ó 21 cm
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BATHROOMS � BATHROOM SPACE 01

01/
Bathroom
Space
Minimalist Style

Minimalist bathrooms,
plain and bare:
purity of lines,
neutral colors and
balance of shapes.
Surfaces blend
harmoniously in with
the space, creating a
sense of well-being.

3
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BATHROOMS � BATHROOM SPACE 01
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In a minimalist bathroom,
shower trays and vanities come
together in perfect harmony with
horizontal and vertical cladding,
all in the same material.

1

2

Dekton’s most versatile interior cladding
format, Optimma 260X100 cm, surrounds the
Gocce shower tray, achieving the best result
for a minimalist bathroom.

3

The wide, well-defined lines of the Silestone®
Silence vanity in Corktown colour (Loft Series),
create a dramatic contrast against the
Dekton® Rem cladding, a surface featuring a
white background with brown and grey veins.

4
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1→ Floor and wall cladding by Dekton®,
Rem color (Optimma Format)
2→ Silence washbasin by Silestone®,
Corktown color
3→ Gocce shower tray by Dekton®,
Rem color
4→ Bathroom countertop by Silestone®,
Corktown color
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02/
Bathroom
Space
UrbanIndustrial
Style

Reinterpreting the
industrial style:
cement and veining
enjoy harmonious
interpretation.
Using a black and grey palette, the designer
has created a timeless yet modern bathroom,
in which two very powerful elements stand
out: the grey floor with cement effects,
in Dekton® Kreta, and the monolithiclooking countertop, in Silestone® Charcoal
Soapstone.
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Floor and wall cladding
in the same material
to unify spaces
Inspired by the typical New York style
loft without walls, the interior designer
planned a metal and glass structure that
also serves as the front of the bathroom.

On the horizontal plane, the Silestone®
Charcoal Soapstone countertop stands
out. In total creating a very attractive
contrast of planes and volumes.

A strong-looking half wall in the same
material as the floor – Dekton® Kreta – is
vertically integrated into this structure.

In contrast, and to add a sense of
lightness, the designer has opted for two
beautiful and delicate Marie Top vanity in
Silestone® Blanco Zeus, featuring a round
design.

1

2

3

4
1→ Bathroom countertop by Silestone®,
Charcoal Soapstone color
2→ Marie Top washbasin by Silestone®,
Blanco Zeus color
3→ Tailor-made shower tray by Dekton®,
Kreta color
4→ Floor cladding by Dekton®,
Kreta color

A large-format, grey floor is always the
right choice. In this project, the Dekton®
Kreta material from the Industrial
Collection provides a cement-like finish,
ideal for an industrial or urban decorating
style.

With its soft, rounded lines, the Marie
Top washbasin is the perfect choice to
place on the countertop. Although this
project has a distinctly industrial look, its
one-piece design, with no visible joints,
enhances its attractiveness.

COSENTINO INSPIRATION BOOK
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03/
Bathroom
Space
UrbanIndustrial
Style

Continuous surfaces for floor,
vertical cladding, countertop
and vanity to create a
flowing, unified space

1

2
The uninterrupted surface of Dekton®
Vera, used for floor, wall and countertop
with vanity, is the unifying feature in this
bathroom. This material from the Natural
Collection is reminiscent of polished
cement, but also features long, delicate
veins that run along the entire surface.
The impressive, straight-lined Simplicity
washbasin, also in Dekton® Vera, is fully
integrated into the countertop.

1→ Revestimiento suelo, pared y encimera,
Dekton® Vera
2→ Simplicity vanity by Dekton®,
Vera color
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04/
Bathroom
Space
UrbanIndustrial
Style

Cement, wood and iron: an essential, classic
trio for any industrial style project. In this
industrial style bathroom, all three materials
are very much present.
Floor and cladding feature Dekton® Kreta,
a cement-like grey colour that is part of the
Industrial Collection.

The under counter cabinet in reclaimed wood
with black metal profiles finishes off the
industrial look.
To create contrast whilst highlighting the
vanity area, the designer has chosen a
Silestone® White Zeus countertop. The vanity
integrated into the countertop provides a
practical and hygienic design.
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Custom showers and
shower trays in the same
material as the floor

Integrating the shower area with the floor
and wall cladding in order to avoid cuts and
changes of plane creates a seamless, ontrend look.

In this project, the Evita S vanity is integrated
into the countertop. Both integrated vanity
and surface-mounted washbasins are
currently in vogue.

The Dekton® Gocce shower tray makes it easy
to achieve. Uninterrupted surfaces, largeformat shower screens with black profiles
and ceiling-mounted shower heads result in a
stunning shower design.

The use of cantilever, freestanding furniture
and matt black taps finish off the look.

1

2
Silestone® White Zeus, from the Mythology
Collection, is a timeless material, which brings
a touch of brightness and character to any
bathroom.
Dekton® Kreta is a cement inspired
material, perfect for urban or industrial style
decoration. Its 320 x 144 cm format allows for
continuous surfaces and integrated spaces;
for example, the bedroom, bathroom and
living room - the result is a loft style look.

3

4
1→ Countertop by Silestone®,
White Zeus color
2→ Gocce shower tray by Dekton®,
Kreta color
3→ Evita S washbasin by Silestone®,
White Zeus color
4→ Wall and floor cladding by Dekton®,
Kreta color
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05/
Bathroom
Space
Contemporary
Style

An interesting use
of space and cream
tones result in this
contemporary
style bathroom.
Three vertical planes - mirror, vanity and window
- in perfect contrast to the monolithic countertop
and the horizontal plane of the floor, in the same
material, achieve a spectacular result in this very
architectural bathroom.
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The coldness and abruptness
of square shapes and vertical
and horizontal planes is
offset by the warmth of the
materials used in the project.

Inspired by the
quartzite of the Taj
Mahal, Dekton® Taga
evokes the elegance
and character of
natural stone.
For the wall, the designer has chosen Dekton®
Taga, a color embracing earth tones and
caramel-colored veins: an evocative yet
classic colour for such a modern design.

1

Dekton® Fossil, from the Natural Collection,
has been used on both the countertop and
floor, achieving an excellent result: a dark grey
cladding that transports us back to the most
ancient periods. This color is available in two
formats, 320 x 144 cm and made to measure,
which is very useful when it comes to cladding
the horizontal planes of a space, such as the
floor and countertop of this bathroom.
Finally, as if it were a huge totem, the
washbasin has been custom-made in
Silestone® Negro Tebas, with an attractive
matt texture finish.

2

3

1→ Wall cladding by Dekton®,
Taga color
2→ Countertop and floor cladding
by Dekton®, Fossil color
3→ Tailor-made vanity
by Silestone®, Negro Tebas color
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Redesign your
outdoor spaces to
include porches and
terraces that blend
in with your home
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Exterior Space

Cosentino
Exterior
Spaces

EXTERIOR

SPACES � EXTERIOR SPACE
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Customization
without limits
Open spaces with freedom for inspiring,
designing with a unique purpose:
personalizing your outdoors spaces

Easy installation
Dekton® is very lightweight, easyto-cut and adaptable format.
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Resistance to
high traffic

Dekton Outdoor
Worktop

It is unaffected by wear and tear typical in
high-traffic areas such as living rooms.

Dekton outdoor worktop is resistant and
durable. Innovative surfaces turn into
functional and beautiful worktops.
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01/
Exterior
Space
Redesign your outdoor
spaces to include porches
and terraces that blend
in with your home
Beautifully continuous and
durable outdoor spaces
Outdoor areas such as porches, terraces or
gardens have become the most precious spaces of
the home. In the past, outdoor materials required
annual maintenance and often lacked proper care.
In addition to this, there was always a visible gap
between indoor and outdoor flooring.
Dekton® redefines the experience of enjoying
outdoor spaces by creating uninterrupted floors
that continue inside. The exterior and interior
become continuous, with almost no joints or
maintenance, and will remain unaltered over time.

EXTERIOR � EXTERIOR SPACE 01
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→ Revestimiento suelo,
Dekton® Aeris

Dekton® Blanc Concrete is a material
from the Tech Collection that features an
interesting combination of beige and grey
with a concrete-inspired look. It works
very well on outdoor floors thanks to its
320 x 144 cm format. It can be fitted to a
staircase, swimming pool, outside covered
area, etc., and it can continue inside the
home.
Dekton® Grip+ prevents slipping in outdoor
areas when walking barefoot. In addition,
it is highly resistant to stains, UV rays and
temperature changes

Outdoor spaces
with a concrete look
.

A large-format natural foundation connects
the porch or terrace with the living room;
the material has the look and feel of
concrete, but without its disadvantages –
the end result is spectacular! The designer
can find all these advantages in Tech and
Industrial collections by Dekton.
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02/
Exterior
Space
Sand and white
expanses with
Mediterranean
character
Visual
continuity
In this project, the architect designed a
Mediterranean and up to date house with
cubic volumes and modern floor plans.
The Mediterranean style can be seen in the
white walls, reminiscent of the whitewashed
houses of southern Spain, and in the
continuous large-format floor that evokes
the seaside. A warm, durable and practical
material that connects the terrace, porch
and bathroom spaces.
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→ Flooring by Dekton®,
Danae color

The warmth of
Dekton® Danae
Dekton® Danae from Natural Collection is
a timeless material that blends perfectly
into any space. Its limestone beige tone is
reminiscent of sand.

It is available in 320 x 144 cm format,
making it the perfect choice for flooring.
There are 5 thicknesses (4, 8, 12, 20 and 30
mm); ideal for countertops, furniture and
wall cladding both indoors and outdoors.
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03/
Exterior
Space
Inspiring outdoor
spaces that associate
with local materials
Functionality with
a rustic touch
In this porch and garden project, the
interior designer has renovated a house
with practical and technologically efficient
materials. This stylish renovation includes
the use of Dekton® Kreta for the flooring and
the replacement of the original windows
with large glass windows.
These modern finishes fit perfectly with the
stone masonry walls, terracotta pots and
rattan chairs – all traditional materials with
a rustic touch.

EXTERIOR � EXTERIOR SPACE 03
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→ Flooring by Dekton®,
Kreta color

Floor and large-format
table with the same
code: Dekton Kreta
Dekton Kreta was selected for the outdoor
flooring of this house, a grey part of the
Industrial Collection that mimics cement.

Even though it is available in 320 x 144
cm format, the designer opted for a more
reduced format to leave visible joints
reminiscent of a checkerboard
The same material was used to create
the large 4 meter table, which created a
monolithic, robust, and potent effect.
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04/
Exterior
Space
XXL format for
large surfaces
which stand out
in your home
Porch and terrace
in a single finish
One of the challenges of this project was to
successfully integrate the outdoor space with
the rest of the house.
To do this, Dekton® Danae 320 x 144
cm slabs have been laid vertically with
continuous joints that are barely visible.
The use of the large format in this layout
gives a sense of depth, welcoming
you into the home while connecting
the outdoor and indoor spaces.
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→ Flooring by Dekton®,
Danae color

Endless possibilities in
any outdoor space
In addition to the unique properties of the
material that make it ideal for outdoor
applications, the different beige shades
of Dekton® Danae also make it a very
beautiful choice.

The large-format flooring on the two floors
of the house connect and blend both
spaces seamlessly with an elegant and
timeless visual appearance.
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05/
Exterior
Space
A house on the
mountain overlooking
the fjord
When the material
blends in with nature
This impressive home is an architectural
achievement which showcases materials that
blend in and complement nature. Objective:
to seamlessly blend in with the surrounding
nature, highlighting proximity to the fjord.
Perfect harmony is achieved with the grey of
the reinforced concrete – like rocks – and the
brown of the façade cladding – like wood and
clay – finished with the infinite glass surfaces
overlooking the water.

EXTERIOR � EXTERIOR SPACE 05
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→ Ventilated façade by
Dekton®, Kadum color

Reinforced concrete +
Dekton®

Two resistant materials work together
for the façade of this very special home,
achieving a fantastic result.

Dekton® Kadum from the Tech Collection
features brown and charcoal tones and an
oxidized matte finish, bringing a modern yet
industrial feel to any building.

The architect has designed the layout using
large slabs and various formats, which helps
to create a sense of horizontal symmetry
and suits the different spaces.

In this home, Dekton® Kadum was the
perfect choice to help achieve a very modern
architectural style reminiscent of Frank
Lloyd Wright’s iconic Fallingwater house.
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06/
Exterior
Space
A kitchen with
character
that breathes
fresh air
Black and
sandy tones
When working in such a beautiful environment,
surrounded by water and greenery, a designer
should go for simple shapes and honest
materials so as not to compete with the
landscape. This is the case of this outdoor
kitchen, “hanging” over a white sandy wetland
and roofed with bamboo canes. The chosen
materials -concrete for the structure of the
bar, table and bench, and Dekton® Kelya for all
the worktops- offer a raw, stark and elegant
finish, without pretension.
The colour palette ranges from earth to black
tones so as not to outshine the greenish
blue of the wetland. The result is an outdoor
kitchen with barbecue, very attractive and with
excellent performance to withstand the sun’s
rays and temperature changes typical of the
outdoors.
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Worktop and extra
large table
The focal point of the project is the
extraordinary worktop in Dekton Kelya,
with large dimensions and a 10cm strip.
This worktop connects the cooking
and dining areas, creating a social
space to share and enjoy while cooking.
A brutalist and functional style that
responds to the demands of a client who
loves cooking without renouncing the
beauty of a finish like Kelya.

→ Dekton® Kelya
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Reinventing the
kitchen to make it the
heart of the home
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Kitchen Space

Cosentino
Kitchens

KITCHEN
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KITCHEN
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It’s been a long time since the
kitchen was a forgotten room
in the darkest part of the
house. The kitchen is now a
key space that can integrate
with the living-dining room
and share the same design.

Integration within
the space

Kitchen Worktop
and Island

Kitchen Flooring
and Cladding

The kitchen as a living space
connected to the rest of the house.
Total integration of the worktop with
the living room cladding or floor

Thousands of households all over
the world have trusted Cosentino to
provide them with a kitchen that is
not only functional and beautiful, but
also plays a key role in the daily lives
of their families. We offer a wide range
of colours and textures, so you’re
sure to find your perfect worktop.

In this so-called “reconversion”
process, the island plays a major role,
as it serves as a connecting element
between the two environments as well
as a meeting place in the home. In
this project, the interior designer built
the entire design around the island.

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE

�
KITCHEN
ÍNDICE

Kitchen Sinks
The sink is a crucial feature within the
room: it must guarantee resilience,
safety, and hygiene. At Cosentino
we use a low-porosity material
which can withstand impact,
high temperatures, and frequent
exposure to water and grease.

Find your style:
colours that combine
with everything.
For choosing the textures and colours
that could fix better with your kitchen,
it is key that you know the designs
available. Maximise it with the unlimited
variety of materials, formats and
colours that Cosentino offers you.
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Silestone
Integrity
Sinks
Gama completa
de productos
Without joints, cracks, or limits. Integrity wants to
unite your kitchen with surfaces don’t have an ending
or beginning. Integrity brings a sense of unity and
perfect integration with the rest of the elements on
your countertop. A single piece available in a range of
Silestone colors, so your kitchen is endless.

C
Disponibles en
una amplia gama
de colores
Consultar colores disponibles
en cosentino.com

Integrity
Due S

Silestone® Integrity cuenta con todas
las características que han hecho de
Silestone® el mejor producto del mercado:
alta resistencia al rayado, una prolongada
durabilidad y las más altas prestaciones.
Además, contiene una resina especial que
le hace resistente al choque térmico.

Exterior 40 x 37 x 17,5 cm
Interior 37 x 34 x 15,5 cm

Integrity
One

Exterior 54 x 44 x 17,5 cm
Interior 51 x 41 x 15,5 cm

Silestone®

Radio paredes 6,5 cm
Radio base 0,3 cm

Integrity
Due L

Exterior 54 x 40 x 17,5 cm
Interior 51 x 37 x 15,5 cm

Silestone®

Radio paredes 6,5 cm
Radio base 0,3 cm

Integrity
Due XL

Exterior 70 x 46,5 x 23,5 cm
Interior 67 x 43,5 x 21 cm

Integrity
Top

Exterior 54 x 40 x 17,5 cm
Interior 51 x 37 x 15,5 cm

Silestone®

Radio paredes 6,5 cm
Radio base 0,3 cm

Silestone®

Radio paredes 6,5 cm
Radio base 0,3 cm

Silestone®

Integrity Q
Silestone®

Radio paredes 13 cm
Radio base 0,3 cm

Exterior 55 x 44 x 17,5 cm
Interior 51 x 41 x 15,5 cm
Radio paredes 3 cm
Radio base 3 cm
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01/
Kitchen
Space
Reinventing the
kitchen to make it the
heart of the home
Connecting the kitchen
and living room

Kitchen Space

Gone are the days when the kitchen was a
forgotten room in the darkest part of the
house. The kitchen is now a key space that
can integrate with the living-dining room and
share the same design.
In this so-called “reconversion” process,
the island plays a major role, as it serves
as a connecting element between the two
environments as well as a meeting place in
the home. In this project, the interior designer
built the entire design around the island.

KITCHENS � KITCHEN SPACE 01
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Island in a classic
material
Although this kitchen has a distinctly
modern look, the designer has opted for
a classic material for the countertop:
Silestone® Calacatta Gold in a polished
finish. The use of a 5 centimeter strip
and the diagonal cut on the front side
bring modernity and style to a material
reminiscent of ancient marble.

→ Kitchen countertop by Silestone®,
Calacatta Gold color, Polished finish
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02/
Kitchen
Space
Islands that
turn into
dining tables
Kitchen table and
wall cladding in the
same material
In this project, the brown tones of dark wood
and the black cladding in Dekton® Domoos
used on tables and walls, coexist in perfect
harmony.
The island, with a built-in sink, is more
than just an island. It turns into a genuine
dining table of substantial proportions. The
bioethanol fireplace serves as a divider
between the kitchen and the living area.
The result is an elegant, well-balanced
and warm space. The use of large-format
cladding, 320 x 144 cm, creates the illusion
of an uninterrupted, jointless surface that
gives depth to the room, whilst ensuring easy
maintenance and cleaning.

KITCHENS � KITCHEN SPACE 02
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The touch of darkness is provided by
Dekton® Domoos, a beautiful material
from the Solid Collection in a matte
finish, perfect for lovers of sobriety.
On the other hand, chocolate brown is
used on the leather high chairs and the
fireplace mantel.

→ Kitchen countertop by
Dekton®, Domoos color
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03/
Kitchen
Space
Kitchen in Calacatta
Gold and wood.
Classic Scandy
Wall, countertop and island
in the same material
The success of this project lies mainly in
the use of a beautiful and timeless material
reminiscent of ancient marble: Silestone®
Calacatta Gold. This white surface with grey
veins is used for the front cladding –featuring
built-in extractor fan and alcoves–, countertop
and island, thus achieving a beautiful
combination of classic and modern.
In contrast to the coolness of the white and the
effect of the marble, the cabinets, floor and
seating around the island are all in honeycolored wood. Finally, the designer wanted
to give the kitchen a deco touch. To this end,
they used black on both sides of the kitchen:
on the left, the door casing is clad in Silestone®
Et Marquina; on the right, the large window
features an industrial-looking profile.

KITCHENS � KITCHEN SPACE 03
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Monolithic
islands
The beauty of this project lies in the
perfect symmetry between the cooking
area, with its built-in extractor fan,
and the large, monolithic island. All of
this, clad in the same classic, timeless,
beautiful material: Silestone® Calacatta
Gold.

→ Kitchen countertop by Silestone®,
Calacatta Gold color, Polished finish
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04/
Kitchen
Space
A stunning
work surface
for keen cooks
A kitchen full
of character
In this urban style home with concrete ceilings,
the aim was to create a warm, welcoming
kitchen where the pleasure of cooking can be
enjoyed with friends. Gardening and cooking
are the two passions of the owner of this home.
With this in mind, the interior designer planned
a cozy kitchen in wood, with a very pleasant
living area and a stunning island with a
cooking area perfect for cooking for guests.
As for the owner’s second great passion,
gardening, is reflected in the plants hanging
from the ceiling - as if it were an urban garden
- and in the many others scattered throughout
the rest of the kitchen. Wood and plants meet
for a very personal kitchen

COSENTINO HOUSE BUILDERS GUIDE

A stunning
island in white
Silestone® White Zeus was the color
chosen to clad this extra-large island
with integrated hob and sink.
In this kitchen, all the attention is
focused on the island thanks to its
impressive, glossy finish.

→ Countertop by Silestone®,
White Zeus color
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05/
Kitchen
Space
Reinventing the
kitchen to make it
the heart of the home
Cubic lines and a
play of planes
For this kitchen design, the owner wanted
a tidy and functional space that would
blend harmoniously with the classic style
of their living room furniture. Based on
that request, the designer planned a large
white island with an integrated sink and
cooking area.
A robust, horizontal surface in Dekton®
Sirius outlines the bar and then continues
along the wall, helping to enlarge the
space. The steel cooker hood in a doublecube design above the hob finishes off
the room. The result is a kitchen carefully
designed, in which nothing has been left
to chance.

KITCHENS � KITCHEN SPACE 05
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→ Island by Dekton®,
X-Gloss collection, Bergen color

The island as
a sculpture
To bring some movement and character
to this kitchen, the designer chose
Dekton® Bergen in polished finish for
the island. This material, from the
Stonika XGloss Collection, is inspired by
Portobello stone.

A stunning
black bar
In this kitchen, Dekton® Sirius bar
extends across the island and then
continues along the wall. This black
textured color, without veins, contrasts
beautifully with the traditional colour of
Dekton® X-Gloss Bergen.
Furthermore, Dekton® Sirius blends in
perfectly with other appliances such as
taps, ceiling lamps and stools, also in
black.
→ Island by Dekton®, Sirius color
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Furniture
Surfaces integrated with
unique and timeless
furniture design
Dekton,
the furniture’s skin
It’s on-trend to use the same cladding on the
kitchen or bathroom countertop to clad drawers
and wardrobes. This allows you to achieve
continuous and clean surfaces where joints
disappear, creating a monolithic effect.
This decor trend is only possible with the technological
evolution of materials. 8 mm and 12 mm thicknesses
are ideal for tables and coffee tables. The slim 4
mm thickness format allows kitchen and bathroom
furniture cladding, and also answer the creative
restlessness of the designer: table tops for the interior
and exterior completely personalized and exclusive.
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FURNITURE
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Furniture
Unprecedented
durability and design

Cosentino surfaces
redefine furniture thanks
to their versatility,
durability, and beauty

Dekton® Slim, 4 mm thickness makes it an incredibly
easy material to work with. Its light weight and
properties make it the ideal solution to clad all types
of furniture and adapt to any aesthetic proposal: in
white and gold, in black and chrome...

Dekton Slim has all the
advantages and properties
of Dekton, high resistance
to scratches and stains.
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FURNITURE
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→ Revestimiento mobiliario cocina, Dekton® Slim Zenith

Ideal for cladding wardrobe
doors and kitchens
Dekton® Slim Zenith and Dekton® Slim Opera
were the two tones chosen to hide these
drawers under the stairs or on the front of the
kitchen. The result is a camouflaged surface
of this practical storage solution, without
compromising the aesthetic of the space.

→ Kitchen furniture cladding by Dekton Slim Opera
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FURNITURE

→ Kitchen furniture cladding by Dekton Slim Kreta

→ Kitchen furniture cladding by Dekton Slim Trilium

Cabinets integrated
into the island
Dekton® Slim is the perfect solution to clad
drawers in the kitchen island, achieving a
monolithic effect.
For this industrial project, the designer chose
Dekton Trilium: a finish inspired by volcanic
rock with a touch of oxidation, which adds
great character to the space.
Once again, Slim’s 4 mm thickness allows the
creation of an island totally integrated with
drawers.
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→ Table top, Dekton Laos

FURNITURE

→ Table top, Dekton Laos
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→ Table top, Sensa by Cosentino Orinoco

FURNITURE
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→ Table, Dekton Aura

Large
cubic blocks
Dekton allows you to clad large furniture
pieces as if they were blocks of stone straight
out of the quarry. In this space, the designer
used Dekton Aura 15, in its large format
version, to create a strong center table of
extraordinary dimensions.

Unique and marked
veins in small surfaces
With Sensa by Cosentino the designer can
run with his most creative ideas and choose
natural materials with pronounced veining,
such as the color Orinoco.
Sensa by Cosentino is protected natural
stone. The designer can choose the part of
the stone they want for their design. This has
a particular quality: there will never be a table
like this one.
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Perfect match with
dining room tables
If there is one place where Dekton’s properties can
be enjoyed, it is in dining room tables, and if they’re
XXL, even more.
The designer chooses the structure of the table and
the chairs that will accompany the Dekton color
that will be on the structure amidst infinite finishes,
depending on the style
You can opt for a continuous 3 meter surface with a
thickness of 4, 8, or 12 mm and even select the slab
and cut so that the veining, texture, and finish are
perfect.

FURNITURE
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→ Table top, dekton kelya

FURNITURE

→ Table top, dekton kelya

Indoor
& Outdoor
Another advantage of Dekton table cladding
is that it works for both interior and exterior.
Its high resistance to UV rays and changes in
temperature make it the perfect material for
outdoor furniture, avoiding degradation over
time.
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FURNITURE

→ Table top, Dekton Aura 15

Total adaptability for
modular systems
The lightness of Dekton in its 4, 8, and 12 mm
formats allows it to adapt to modular systems
or table extensions and create compositions
of high esthetic and functional value.

Continuous veining
composition
La luminosidad y la neutralidad de tono
de Dekton Aura se vierten sobre un lienzo
personalizado, caracterizado por una fluida
continuidad de veta entre las distintas piezas
que componen la mesa.
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→ Table top, Dekton Trilium

FURNITURE
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→ Table top, Silestone Eternal Statuario

Ideal for
work spaces
The properties of Dekton and Silestone make
these materials the perfect choice for work
spaces. With their endless possibilities in
terms of finishes and designs, they add a deco
touch to these spaces and create attractive
and functional tables suitable to work from
home.
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Ctra. Baza a Huércal-Overa, km 59 / 04850
Cantoria - Almería (España) / Tel.: +34 950 444 175
info@cosentino.com / www.cosentino.com

See warranty conditions.
**Obtain information about colors with NSF certification at www.nsf.org
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